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Collegiate Press
Rates Lawrenlian
As ‘All-American’
Laurence Placed in Up
per Eight Percent of
College Weeklies

LAW RENCE

Postpone Election of
Ariel Heads to May
The election of editor, business
manager, and photographer of the
Ariel, which was originally sched
uled for this week, has been post
poned, according to the latest re
port from Ruthellen Pelton, pre
sent editor of the book.
The editor stated that elections
will be held later in the spring aft
er the book is published. At the
present time it is hoped that the
book w ill be placed in the hands
of students on Saturday, May 13.

C O L L E G E , A P P L E T O N , W IS .

T h u rsd o y , A p r il 2 7 , 1 9 3 9

Lawrence Society Eagerly Awaits Its
Second Spring Prom Saturday Evening
iMoonlight and Roses*
Is Theme; At Dona
hue to Play

Prom Maestro and Vocalist

"All-American'* was the rating
awarded the 1938-39 Lawrentian in
this year’s critical service conduct
ed by the Associated Collegiate
Press of the National Scholastic
Press association, it was announced
by the judges Saturday.
This rating is the highest award
ed by the press association. Eight* .four college weeklies in the class
in which the Lawrentian falls were |
f t entered, and of these flOVMB. or
eight percent of those entered, re Expect Over 200 High
ceived the "All-American” rating.
School Students
A total of 401 college r.ewspapeis
were entered in all classifications.
For Event
Bases of Judgment
College newspapers were judged
Plans for the coming Mace week
on the basis of news value; and
*AL DONAHUE
sources; news writing and editing: end are progressing rapidly it was
headlines, typography and make announced this week by chairman
up; and department pages and spe Dan Murphy. Over 70 percent of
all replies to the invitation have
cial features.
Special mention was again m ale been acceptances. Although 100 re
of the editorial page and of (lead plies have already been received,
lines. typography, and make-up. there are still 200 bids yet to be
The sports page was also consider answered, so all indications point i
ed outstanding, while the greatest to a large crowd here for the week
end.
criticism was directed at a lack
At the present time the Mace
of short feature material.
Front
Students Reject Proposal
page make-up was especially com committee is contacting bands in
the hope of signing a good one for
To Change Presiden
mended.
a tea dance to follow the Lawrence
Midwest "All-American»'*
—Carroll
track
meet
on
Saturday
tial Election
Other college newspapers in the
afternoon.
M iddle West receiving “All-Amer
Plans
for
the
woekend
are
essen
Petitions
for the thirteen execu
ican” ratings were the University
tially still the same, with the open tive committee positions to be filled
of Wisconsin Daily Cardinal. Carleton college Carletonian, Ripon Col ing Friday night by the interfra- j in the elections to be held Thurs
lege Days, and the St. Norbert ternity sin? and serenade by the j day and Friday, May 4 sr_l 5, must
Times. St. Norbert college. West intcrfrutermiy churr. Saturday will j
be filled with the May breakfast, I be submitted to Blanche QuincanDePere.
Seven entries w e r e awarded special convocation, track meet, tea non, executive committee secre
^Tacemaker” ratings, which ac dance, and special program in the tary, or Tom Jacobs, president, be
cording to the Collegiate Press is chapel that evening. At that time fore midnight Friday, April 28.
the A Cappella choir will sing and
not an honor rating higher than
Sunset will present several one
Petitions must have ten signers,
#‘A11-American”, but Is a special
ret plays. Sunday will see the and voting w ill be by classes. Ju n 
award given to those papers which
crowning of the May queen which iors w ill vote for five representa
the judges feel are definitely out
will again put the A Cappella
standing.
tives who will serve for a period
choir to work.
Serenade "Pacemaker»”
The guests of the weekend will of one year. Sophomores will elect
"Pacemaker” honors this year be quartered in the dormitories.1five and freshmen three. Next
went to the Daily Northwestern. Present occupants will double up year's freshman class will select
two representatives in the fall to
Northwestern
university;
Daily to make room for them.
complete the committee of fifteen.
Texan. University of Texas; Echo
Voting will be by preferential bal
.Weekly, Milwaukee State Teachers’
college; Emory Wheel. Emory uni Senior Comprehensive»
loting.
Junior and senior committeemen
versity. Georgia; Michigan Daily, To be Given on Monday
elected in next week's election will
University of Michigan; Minnesota
Senior
comprehensive
examina
be candidates for the position of
Daily. University of Minnesota;
and Toreador, Texas Technological tions w ill be given on Monday, student body president in October.
May
1,
in
the
campus
gymnasium.
college, Lubbock, Texas.
Lcwrence students generally ex
The morning session will be from pressed their approval of the ad
8:30 a. m. to 1:30 a. m . and the aft dition of n clause to the constitu
ernoon session from 1:30 p. m. to tion providing for Hamar union in
4:30 p. m. Those taking the exami convocation Friday, but they voted
nations arc asked to report to the 331 to 144 to retain the election for
gymnasium at 8:30 a. m. and I -30 the student body president in Oc
p. m. unless notified to the con tober rather than to shift it to May
Saturday, Apr. 29 — All-College
trary by the chairman of the stu- i
Spring prom.
Turn to Page 8
Sunday, Apr. 30 — Organ re dent’s major department.

If spring condescends to remain
a few days, Lawrence society w ill
have nothing more to desire when
A1 Donahue swings out at the sec
ond annual spring prom Saturday
night. The social committee under
tl^^fcurection of Bob Stocker has
plzms in the final stages of com
pletion, and the gym is rapidly
taking on the appearance of a
mammoth rose garden complete

Mace Weekend
Well Underway

with tr£]lises, arbors, and variedcolored roses.
In keeping with the announced
“Moonlight and Roses” theme, the
effect w ill be one of an orchestra
playing on the columned porch cf
a Southern mansion with formally
dressed couples dancing in a beau
tiful rose garden.
A great full
moon w ill add the final touch to
an already romantic scene.

PAULA K ELLY

Executive Group N om ination

Noted for "Symphonic Swing”

Petitions are Due Tomorrow

— IB 51Bboard—

cital
Monday, May 1 — Comprehen
sive examinations
Thursday, May 4 — Senior cos
tume dinner
Saturday, May 6 — Alpha Delta
Pi formal
Phi Kappa Tau formal
Institute formal
Monday, May 8 — Ted Shawn
and dancers
Tuesday, May 9 — Ted Shaun
and dancers
Wednesday, May 10 — Recital
Friday, May 12 — Mortar Board
luncheon — Mrs. Barrows
Interfraternity-sororlty Songfest
Saturday, May 13 — Lawrence
guest day
Kappa Alpha Theta formal
Kappa Delta formal
Sigma Alpha Iota formal
Sunday, May 14 — Organ recit
al
Wednesday, May 17 — Tea for
councillors — Mrs. Barrows
Friday, May 19 — Campus club
tea for seniors
Saturday, May 20 — Delta Tau
Delta formal
Monday, May 22 — Organ reci
tal
Tuesday, May 23 — Phi Mu
Alpha (invitation)
Friday, May 26 — Organ reci
tal
Saturday, May 27 - Alpha Chi
Omega formal
Delta Gamma formal

rA Better Mousetrap'?--Hamar
Union Seems to Have the Goods
Isn't there a phrase to the effect
that if a ‘ m an build a better
mousetrap, the world w ill beat a
path to his door”? Well, that's ex
actly what the Lawrentian ren
dezvous, Hamar union, has done.
The crowds from the campus are
making a success of what was once
just a dream in the progressive's
mind, and confidentially, haven’t
you noticed a conspicuous lack of
downtown trotters lately?
As a campus guide, (where have
I heard that before?) let me take
you on an all-inclusive trip to the
newest brain-child, Hamar unicn.
The distance from such popular
spots as Main hall, Science hall,
and the Libe is just a step-in fact,
it is really the focal point for all
the buildings, fraternity houses and
dormitories. From the corner of
College avenue and Union street
you can hear the newest swing ar
rangements of Benny Goodman
and Artie Shaw, played on the
free phonograph as the sound of
shuffling feet and much laughter
drifts through the open windows.
The first two rooms are cleared
for dancing, and since the opening
Friday night, the floor space has
been well covered by collegiate

Fred Astaires and jitterbugs. The
other rooms have been converted
into informal card rooms, with
tables set up for bridge and pi
nochle enthusiasts, and adequate
ash trays set up in the most need
ed spots.
Are you hungry? Stop and have
a bite to eat—at nominal prices,—
it’s guaranteed to satisfy that m id
morning knawing. The manager,
Frank Harriman, is just the type
to cheer you up on a dark morning,
and his hamburgers are a sizzling
delight to the olfactory nerve.
Fresh orange juice, tasty sand
wiches, sundaes, practically any
thing you could want—are Frank’s
specialities.
A ll this glorified clubhouse be
longs to us (the college!) definitely
and exclusively. The hours for the
union have been made to coincide
with the dormitory rules, and the
entire establishment h a s been
thought out by, promoted by. or
ganized by, and provided by the
college.
Have you enjoyed your touT?
Drop in any time, and make your
self at home. The union awaits
your pleasure. Come one—come all
—everybody come!

E x e c u t i v e Committee
Adopts Appropriations
List for 1939-40
In a short session marked by an
absence of questions, disputes, or
discussion the executive committee
Tuesday evening adopted the list
of appropriations for the school
year of 1939-40. The list as adopted
has very few changes from that of
last year, and the total of $25 has
not been changed.
The greatest change came in the
social budget which w ill be cut
from $4.70 to $3.80 per ticket. This
will provide 90 cents per ticket to
support the newly organized H am 
ar union. To meet this decrease one
full all-college dance w ill be drop
ped next year; programs w ill be
omitted at all but the more import
ant all-college dances; and t h e
number of Friday night frolics will
be cut from 25 to 10.
Other Changes Minor
Other changes were an increase
in the Lawrence Women’s associ
ation from 15 cents per ticket to
25 cents. Last year L. W. A. was
cut drastically from 75 cents to 15
cents when support of Hamar house
A complete tabulation of the
student activities fee appropri
ations from 1926 to the present
time w ill be found on page 2.
was discontinued and L. W. A. ap
peared with a large surplus. It now
appears that the cut was too large,
and the executive committee vot
ed to increase the appropriation by
10 cents. To balance this the home
coming committee and Women’s
Athletic association appropriations
will be decreased by five cents
each; homecoming from 15 cents to
10 cents, and W. A. A. from 30 cents
to 25 cents.
Representatives of many activi
ties receiving appropriations were
present, and there was no evidence
of dissatisfaction with the newly
adopted appropriations.

List of Appropriations
The appropriations adopted are
as follows:
1938-39 1939-40
$2.40
$2.40
Little Theater
9.00
Athletics
9.00
.25
.15
L. W. A.
.30
.25
W. A. A.
.85
.85
Forensics
1.25
Executive Com.
1.25
3.55
3.53
Ariel
2.55
2.55
Lawrentian
.1C
Homecoming
.15
.10
.10
Pep
3.80
Social
4.70
.90
Hamar union
--$25.00

No Frolic Friday

$25 00

A1 Donahue, who hails from the
exclusive Rainbow room of New
York’s Rockefeller center, w ill pro
vide plenty of unique arrangements
in his own mode of rhythm, "sym
phonic swing.” Without getting in 
to the raucous heat of a swing jam
session, Donahue manages never
theless to capture the wild ber>ts
befitting the classy spots in which
he has been so popular.
Playing music outstanding for its
danceability, he concentrates on en
tertainment specialties in which
he himself takes a leading role,
nided by his vivacious vocalist.
Paula Kelly, and his irresponsible
drummer, Charlie Carroll, t h e
"Mickey Mouse" of the drums.

Danreable Rhythms

Being, himself, a violinist of un
usual ability, Ekmahue’s tendency
is to modify the cacophony of pure
swing with a well developed string
session, employed as background
for his brass, which makes his
music velvet smooth and untiring
to dancers. No matter how torrid
the tempo or how complicated the
rhythm, his music is so arranged
as never to lose its easy danceabil
ity.
A new bandstand, large enough
to accomodate any size orchestra,
has been completed and decorated
and a circular bar is being built in
the foyer which w ill be intricately
lit.
Admission will be by the regular
social activities ticket for men.
Women w ill make the same ar
rangements as before, obtaining
special tickets from Bob Stocker
for out-of-town dates. Tickets for
outsiders w ill be two dollars if
purchased in advance, and $2.50 at
the box office. Tickets may now
be purchased at Hank Johnston’s
Book store.
Says on-the-go Mary Forest, “It’s
the only thing I’d leave studying
comprehensives at Hamar union
for.”
Three additions to committees
have been announced by Stocker.
Betty Moore will also serve on the
committee which is making arti
ficial roses; Bob Zwicker is acting
on the lighting committee; and
plans for arbors and trellises have
Turn to Page 3
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Midwest I-R Club
Selects H andorf
As New Secretary
Perry, Bassett, Tinker,
Rosebush Also At
tend Conference
Dill Handorf, one of the five
delegates who attended the ninth
Midwest
International
Relations
club was elected secretary of the
club for 1939, at the annual con
ference held at Northwestern u n i
versity. Over forty colleges a n d
universities with a total of 370
delegates participated in the elec
tion of officers.
De Pauw university was voted
the tenth International Relations
conference for 1940. De Pauw is
loci;ted in Grecncastle, Indiana.
Other members from the Inter
national Relations club of Law
rence who participated in the six
round table discussion at the con
ference were Florence Perry. Dor
othea Bassett, Bill Tinker and Judson Rosebush.

Speaks on Fascism
The newly elected secretary Bill
Handorf spoke at three roundtable
discussions on April 21 and 22 on
Fascism In Latin America.
The delegates of the 40 schools
were fortunate
in hearing five
guest speakers who are renowned
In the field of International Re
lations. Among the distinguished
speakers present were, Clifton M.
Utley, who is director of the C hi
cago council on Foreign Relations.
He spoke on Hitler. Europe, and
America. Professor W illiam M Me
Gowen, author, explore!, and at
present a member of the Depart
ment of Political Science at North
western University spoke on “The
Future of the Far East.*
Jones Gives Suggestions
Miss Amy Hemenway Jones, who
has charge of the International Re
lation club work on the Carnegie
Endowment for International Pence
gave important suggestions as to
the activities of the other confer
ences held during the year 1939
In New Mexico and New York.
It is important to note that
through the Carnegie Endowment
the Lawrence Administration bui'ding was erected. The college lib
rary
has received hundreds of
books on history, economics, and
government for the Lawrence col
lege students through this fund.
At the business meeting of the
40 colleges and universities infor
mation was obtained from the many
delegates as to the methods in
which the clubs operated, and ad
mission of members to the club.
C'lab Has New Plans
One of the newest plans for the
club at Lawrence w ill be the op
ening of a lecture bureau in which
various organizations may obtain
free of charge the service of some
member of the club to speak on
some phase of foreign affairs. Also
a drive will be made to charter
International Relations clubs in *he
Appleton High school.
TTie next meeting of the club
w ill be held in two weeks. At that
time the members who attended
the conference will give brief hirhlights on their visit to the con
ference.

L A W R E N T I AN

Student Activities Fee Since 1926
Organization»

19*6-27
$ 2.00
2.75

Forensic Board
Lawrentian
Senate
Men's Athletics
Women’s Athletics
Ariel
Theatre
Law. Women’s Assoc.
Totals

Organization*

19?8-29
$ 2.00

1929-30
$ 2.00

2.75
15
7 40
.70
3.50
-----

2.75
.15
7.40
.70
3.50
----$16.50

.15
7.40
.70
--—.1
---

$ 2.00
2 75
.15
7.40
.70
330
— ---

(13.00

$16.50

$16.50

1933-34

1934-35
$ 1.40
2.39
.15
7.40

1935-36

Forensic Board
$ 1.40
Lawrentian
2.39
(Senate)
.15
Men’s Athletics
7.40
Women’s Athletics
.55
Ariel
2.96
Theatre
.85
L. W A.
»0
--Executive Committee
—
Student Committee
—
Social Committee
Homecoming Committee — —
Pep Committee
—1 "
$16.50

Totals

1927-28

.55
2.81

$ 1.80
2 59
--7.40
.55
2.81

1.00

1.20

.80
----.---- ■
---

.75

.10
.10

——.
---■
-- -

$16.50

$16.50

' 1936-37

S a tu r d a y

N ig h t’

LOST
C olorless h o rn - rim m e d
glosses in cose

Between Chapel and Main Hall
at 10 a. m. Friday. Please re
turn to Business Office.

1930-31

1931-32

1932-33

$ 2.00
2.75
.15
.70
3.50
-----

$ 2.00
2.75
.15
7.40
.70
3.50
-----

$ 1.75
2.65
.15
7.40
.65
3.25
.65
---

$16.50

$16.50

$16.50

1937-38

1938-39

1939-40

7.40

$ 1.00
2.64
--7.40
.50
4.31
1.20
.75
.10
.10
-------

$ 1.00
2.64
——
9.00
.50
4.31
1.40
.75
.40
--2.50
--——

$

$18.00

$22 50

$25.00

.85
2.55
____
9.00
.30
355
2.40
.15
1.25
--4.70
.15
.10

By Florence Perry

Chicago Fruit
Store

pr
•j
•ú

•
*

.85
2.55
___
9.00
.25
3.55
2.40
.25
1.25
____
3.80
.10

.10
$25.00

Be it Northwestern, Lawrence,
or California—April rains can be
found doing their stuff. We real’zed all too well how indiscriminate
is the weatherman when we strag
gled into Evanston on the night of
April 20 and found the cloisters of
Northwestern university enveloped
in the same misty shroud we hop
ed we’d left behind in Appleton.
We were particularly happy to ob
serve, however, that coeds from
other institutions of higher learn
ing were no more immune to the
allure-destroying ravages of rain
than Lawrence females. Our strag
gly locks would not be too great a
shock to eligible escorts for the
weekend who were previously con
ditioned to the vicissitudes of m i
lady’s coiffure.
The convention couldn’t bring
out the sun. despite the brilliancy
of its assemblage. It poured again
on Friday, and we continued to
plop through puddles, spot clean
silk stockings, and exhibit defunct
curls. Upon registering, we were
given a packet of miscellaneous
articles to tote around along with
umbrellas, raincoats, and rubbers—
tickets, programs, maps, identifi
cation cards, et cetera. 'The lal’ er
were destined to be pinned across
delegates’ chests in the manner em
ployed in houses of correction.) It
all helped to keep us happy and
busy as bees, of course.

us blankly at first, then came
through timidly but nobly with
the suggestion that the “loop” was
an hour away and the north side
and the Aragon a mere half hour.
Wo felt she had certainly justified
the faith we had placed in her and
had fulfilled the position as ticket
and information dispenser v e r y
creditably.

‘L’ Ride an Experience

CHECKER C A B
JE F Q

^

Four Lawrence students. Dean
Millis, and Bishop Harwood Sturtevant of the college trustees at
tended the annual conference of
Episcopalian college students from
the states of Wisconsin, Michigan,
Indiana, Ohio, Illinois and Iowa
held in Racine over the past week
end. Student delegates were Peg
Lester, Ruth Glass. Keith Nelson,
John Hemphill and Jack White
while Dean M illis and Bishop
Sturtevant were speakers.
There
were 63 delegates present and a
faculty of five.
Among the items of business
done at the conference was the or
ganization of a federation of all
Episcopalian student clubs on all
college and university campuses in
this district. Jack White, Lawrence
college delegate was elected presi
dent of the federation. Other mem
bers of this executive committee
were representatives from North
western, Wisconsin and Wayne uni
versities.
An important part of this federa
tion w ill be the quarterly bulletin
sent to student centers in which
an exchange of ideas on student
organization and programs will be
exchanged.

Eoch A d d itio n a l
Stop

SERVICE

A ll N ew C ors

WE
S A T IS F Y IN G

Finds Lawrence and Iowa
College Have Much
In Common
By Gordon Shortleff
“Coe college has an ROTC unit,
being one of the few colleges in the
Middle West to have this exclusive
feature,” s a i d ;
W a y n e Rogers, i
guest
speaker \
from Coe college
at the Lawrencc
college convoca-:
tion on Friday,
April 21.
Coe and Law 
rence have many
features in com
mon.
Both are |
s m a l l colleges, |
h a v i n g enroll
ments of about I
750. Both have A
Rogers
Cappella choirs, the Coe choir now
touring in the northwest.
Both
have a series of Artists Concerts;
both have Little Theatre groups
giving current productions of new
plays. Both have chapel programs
twice a week, with outstanding
speakers and religious services.

Town Hall Program
A t Coe. a Town H all program,
sponsoring speakers and outstand
ing debate groups, is presented by
the school. A large military band
is one of the outstanding features
of the colege, touring through Iowa
and the middle west each year and
making an annual appearance at
Orchestra hall in Chicago.
There are no fraternity or iorority houses, and so the boys reside
in the newly erected men's dormi*
tory and the girls in the special
girls’ dormitory. Each fraternity
is housed in a different wing of the
dormitory and each sorority has a
special activities room.

Journalism Outstanding
The journalism department is one
of the outstanding departments at
Coe college, having a very active
pert in campus activities and hav
ing many prominent journalists as
its alumni.

Beck Asked to Appear
In Decade Magazine
As a frequent contributor to
Story magazine, Warren Beck, pro
fessor of English, was asked to ap
pear among the authors in the first
issue of a new magazine. Decade,
which is to be devoted entirely to
the literary short story. Mr. Beck’s
contribution, a story entitled “In 
strument of Good,” appears in the
May issue of Decade, volume I,
number 1. Other contributors to
this first issue are W illiam Saroyan,
August Derleth, Adelina Appleton
Wendell Wilcox, Lyford Moore, and
Hamlen H u n t

Geneva Committee to
Name Camp Delegates
Geneva committee w ill hold •
meeting Thursday, April 27, in the
English Lit room Main hall, at 6:45.
Delegates for summer camp will
be selected at this time, and all
members are urged to be present.

SCHMIDT'S
M e n 's W e o r S in ce

1898

Appleton, Wisconsin

If you need a haircut or trim
before the P ro m
m ay

we

S P E C IA L IZ E
COLLEGE

IN

suggest

B R A U T IG A N 'S
BARBER SHOP
4 t h F lo or, Z u e lk e B ld g .

Phone 5 9 6 8

D esigners a n d M a n u fa c tu r e r s o f

COLLEGE and FRATERNITY
JEWELRY
P IN S
T R O P H IE S

BADGES
AW ARDS

for Every O c c a sio n

STU LFN TS!
S p e c ia l D e sign s S u b m itte d to M e e t Y o u r R e q u ire m e n ts

Order Your CORSAGE From the

VANDENBERG GREENHOUSE
TELEPHONE
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Rogers Describes
Features of Coe

1-5 Persons
5c

DIRECT

Jack White Elected Pres
ident of Episcopal
ian Federation

R IN G S
M EDALS

Fresh Fruits
From Joe’s

$

I-R Delegates Find Best Part
4 Students Attend
Of Conventions at Night Too Church Conclave

The half hour ride to the Aragon
seemed best to fit our time budget,
and we soon found ourselves on a
southbound car. We had some mis
givings as to when we should dis
embark; and we remembered hav
ing heard something about trans
ferring somewhere. But when one
is already on one’s way on a ca
reening, screeching **L”, it is no
time to ponder the feasibility of
one's having gotten on in the first
place. One simply adopts a fatalis
tic attitude, decides that the ride
will be run anyway, and occupies
his m ind with the ads on the wall
and the heterogenous collection of
hum anity directly across the aisle.
The fates were kind, and depos
ited us at our destination — and
home again!—without a mishap
The second and ensuing day
wa.-> less novel, and we began to
feel like professional conventioners. We became quite used to such
ignominious remarks as “Lawrence
Bat When Evening Comes...
college — where's that? followed
It is in the evening when con by "Where's Appleton?” we really
ventions really come into their pitied our fellow delegates in tlicir
own. as any experienced conven ignorance.
tion-goer will testify. Then it is
It Was Ever Thus
when the ‘‘raison d’etre” of the
Feminine delegates snared their
gathering falls into disrepute and men for the weekend by employ
is cooly ignored. The main object ing one of two general methods.
then is to go someplace — a n v Single-handed many nabbed t h e
place. It matters little, lust so long male prizes by bringing their own
as it’s where you aren't at the mysterious wiles into play, while
moment.
others used the medium of a dating
‘'How long will it take to f.ct bureau and put in their orders.
somewhere?-' We were at an "L ” Both methods were apparently ef
station and were addressing the fective.
gir! behind the bars. Time was a
vital factor in guiding the extent
Ted Shawn, director of the fam
Trever Speaks Before
of ou** meandering; for convention ous troupe of men dancers, is the
Women'» Club Parleys delegates were not excepted from only dancer ever to receive an hon
dormitory rules a n d tegulations. orary degree from a U. S. college
A. A. Trever. professor of ancient The girl behind the bars looked at »Springfield).
and European history, spoke at two
district meetings of the Wisconsin
Federation of Women's clubs Tue.sR ID E A
day April 25. He addressed a con
vention at Watertown Tuesday
morning and another at Janesville
in the afternoon.
P ro m

Thursday, April 27. 1939
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The Fraternity and Sorority
Coe ■
Social Programs Calling for
Parties but Prom Is Favored

L A W It I N T l A N
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Al Donahue and Orchestra at Prom Saturday
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OT SO LON G AGO LawTentians turned southward for a night to
celebrate the Mardi Gras, and once again they’ll be treking to the
south (in spirit, at least» for THE social event of the year—the
Prom. Lawrence is really going southern, for the Prom site is none other
than a southern plantation surrounded with roses and rose covered ar
bors. The theme— ’’Moonlight and Roses.” While “swinging and swaying”
in the romantic southern setting we know there w ill be an abundance of
roses (the decoration committee gives us tangible evidence with its
crepe paper creations) and moonlight within the transformed gym. but
whether or not the real moon will be evident, only the weather can de
termine.
Last Sunday at the early hour of
seven the Delta Gammas started for
Lawrentians Await
a breakfast hike at Pierce Park.
Maureen May and Betty Jane
Gala Second Annual
Shown above Is At Donations orchestra as it will appear at the second annual Lawrence spriaf prom
Schaible were in charge of the af
Saturday evening. Featured with Donahue’s hand Is Paula Kelly, beautiful vocalist.
Spring Prom Saturday
fair.
On May 1 the Delta Gammas will
entertain their alumnae at a “Come
Wally Beau to Play
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I
As You Are Party." Maureen May
For DeMolay May 6
been drawn up by Gordon Robbins.
is in charge of the arrangements.
The final list of committees
Visiting President
Wally Beau and his orchestra
working on the prom is as follows:
Mr». D. B. Sinclair, national pres
have been signed for the DeMo!ay
Design
for
bar
and
bandstand—K
it
ident of Kappa Alpha Theta, will
second annual spring frolic which
Al Donahue, who has been sig n- ,..
. _ .
... . .
. ..
spend from May 3 to May 5 with ty Kendrick, Gwen Osgood. Ruth ed to play at the Lawrence spring
m
return with his men at the will take place on Saturday eve
the local chapter. Arrangements Harvey, Bud Gmciner, and Monica prom Saturday, is considered one earliest possible date. Thus the la ning, May 6, at the Masonic tem
for her entertainment are under Worsley; general decorations — of the most outstanding orchestra bel, “A l Donahue, The Man Who ple. The Fond du Lac band, well
the direction of June Selvy. On
known through the Fox river val
leaders in the profession. But
Wednesday there w ill be a dinner Ruthellen Pelton, chairman. Betty Donahue is not only recognized as Always Comes Back.” He has play ley, will play from 8 p. m. to 12
ed
six
return
engagements
at
the
Harker,
Elaine
Buesing.
Florence
at Sage, and Thursday a tea will
a conductor, and his violin and exclusive Rainbow room in New midnight.
be held in the rooms. She will stay Johnson, Lenore Tully, Betty White, vocal solos are outstanding features
This will be the last event of the
York’s Rockefeller center. This
Doris
Robbins,
Betty
Jane
Grolf,
at Banta’s in Neenah.
0* . k
orchestra. His executive achievement has not been parallel DeMolay social season, and tickets
Mickey
McDaniel,
Alice
Hastings,
The Kappa Deltas are giving a
ability and business acumen are e(j by any other orchestra since the may be purchased at $1.10 a cou
ple f r o m Frank Hammer. John
patroness tea in their rooms on Kay Tuchscherer, Mary Forest, other attributes which have con- opening of the famous room,
Ruth
Gray,
Pat
Guenther,
Betty
Sunday, April 30. Marian Binzel is
tributed to his success.
Other leading spots where Dona- R o s e b u s h . Jim Sehlafer, Art
Lou
Valentine.
Helen
Pedley,
Dor
in charge. Other guests will bo
Born and brought up in Boston, hue has played in recent vears in- Schade, or Hank Johnson.
Mrs. Giovaninni and Miss Grueber. othy Martin, Florence Perry. Aud Mass., Donahue gradu^ed from }clude the swank Sands poin* Bath
rey
Galpin,
and
Betty
Moore.
Sigma Alpha Iota announces the
Boston University School of L a w )Club the Casino at Monte CarIo Ace Brigode to Play
Plans for the circular bar are
initiation of Margaret Hall and
with highest honors plus an L. L. (he Roosevelt in New Orleans. New
under
the
direction
of
Jim
O
rw
ig
.!
Ruth Mewaldt. on Tuesday eve
At Ripon Junior Prom
When he gamed his York’s Waldorf Astoria, eight seawith the assistance of Don Never- D. degree.
ning. April 25, at Pan-Hell House.
law
degree he alsoi received h is , sons at t^e Bermudiana in BerDancers at the Ripon college ju n 
man,
Jack
Roddy.
Jim
Moody,
and
On Monday, A pril 24. Gil Hoffdiploma from the New England |mu(ja the Netherlands Plaza in ior prom on May 5 will be enter
man, James Olson, and Charles Dexter Wolfe. John Bachman will Conservatory of Music and thus Cincinnati, The Book Cadillac in I tained by the music of Ace PriCox were initiated into Phi K appi undertake the construction of the j was faced with a problem which Detroit and the fashionable Colony gode and his famous Virginians,
Tau. G il Hoffman was also made moon and signs aided by George ‘ was rather difficult to solve. He lub in Palm Beach
members of the prom committee
the new treasurer of the local chajv* Garman.
Lighting—Ed Marcellus, cha'r-' had to decide which career to fol-, Combining critical comment with announced. Tickets for the affair,
ter.
the law or music. Coupling tj,at of casual observers, it is ap- to be held in the college gymnas
man. Bill Hirst, Ed Chambers. Jim low
Wow!
memories with foresight, he chose parent that Donahue is the favorite ium, have been set at $2.75 per
The Sig Eps entertained their Wnitford, and Bob Zwicker; Lat
mus,c\
musical director of society. But couple.
date* last Sunday. April 23, at a tice work—Bob Smith, chairman,
Ace Brigode. who is currently
Took Music O v*r L a"
]he feels, and his record proves that
Craig Hirst, John Hart. Dave Sims,
weiner roast “down river.”
Donahue
concluded
that,
al- his music, best described as "sym- featured at the Merry Gardens
Bruce Purdy, former Lawren- Bob Reder, and Jack Thomas. Pub though the law
business might phonic swing,” has national if not ball-room in Chicago, was select ed
tian. paid his respects to his broth licity will be handled by Howard someday prove a profitable endea- ]universal appeal. It is his conten- by a popular vote of the Ripon stu
er Phi Delts during the past week Lehner. Plans for arbors and trel vour it could hardly match the |tjon that the public, and that in-! dents. He is best known for the
while on one of his flying visits to lises—Gordon Robbins.
music profession
for immediate ciudes the ‘^OO”, wants good music novel "talkie titles” with which he
Appleton.
success or his own happiness. He and jor that reason he ignores introduces each number.
Last weekend the Betas enter
figured that he had pursued his musjcaj Mfads” which soon fade and
tained Mr. Clifford Gregg, national
studies at the conservatory at i stigmatize those whom they carry proof is offered in the position he
vice-president of the fraternity
night, sacrificing for his art every ¡nt0 oblivion. Proof that he is holds — that of musical director
Next Sunday the Betas will en
spare hour
definite proof that rjght Is seen in the fact that in ad- for various large steamship lines.
_______
tertain Mr. and Mrs. E'mer Jen
music was his real love. Today, dition to his other successes his He is contracted to supply or
nings and Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
Al Donahue seems * to be the after conducting his orchestra for records for Vocalion are invariab- chestras for the Furness-Bermuda
Ward at dinner. This is the bog n- : talk of the campus these days but ten years, Donahue's views on his j jy
se]]ers
Line, the Furness-Withy S. S. Com
ning cf a series of dinners the I Lawrence isn’t the only institu-1 choice have not changed.
Holds Manv Position*
pany, the Prince Line and the East
Betas w ill give for alumni and : tion which has Prom worries; you
His first engagement was at the, When lt is stated that Donahue ern S. S. Company, the American
faculty members.
|should hear the woes that face a exclusive Hollywood Beach hotel; possesses a fine business sense, the Republics Line to Buenos Aires
Several Delts and their dates ! student of Saint Olaf's college! in Florida. So successful did this
¡s nQ^
^ dismissed lightly
made a trip "down river" for a While they were attending the re engagement prove that he was re- j as it must ^ in most cases. Strong and four of Bermuda’s leading ho
tels.
steak-fry last Sunday, April 23.
ception at Sage hall after their re called to the spot five consecutive
Mrs. John M illis was elected pre cent concert they were surprised seasons. Among those who danced
sident of Town and Gown club at several times — if not to say shock to his music at the hotel one night
its meeting Wednesday afternoon. ed to hear of the social privileges , was an executive of ParamountAbout 80 couples attended *he which students here enjoy.
Publix who visioned in the genial
formal dance given Saturday night
Half choking on the clouds of maestro a good bet for one of his j
at the Masonic temple bv residents smoke which filled that ’ reck theatres. The next day contracts
of Sage, Lawrence college women’s room” for which Sage is so fam were discussed and Al was assign
dormitory. Chaperons were Dr. ous. the subject of proms came up ed to the Fisher theatre in Detroit,
Richard Cummings, Mr. and Mrs. and that was meat for them. They for a two week period. He re
Aldcn Megrew, Mr. and Mrs. F. had a prom too, but the catch came mained there for a solid year, serv
Theodore Cloak, Dr. and Mrs. W il when the Lawrence student asked : ing as master of ceremonies be
liam McConagha and Dr and Mis how they got around their college sides conducting his orchestra.
Milton Towner. The guest list in rule which forbad dancing, smok “Man Who Always Comes Back”
cluded several other members of ing or card playing. The ’ Saint’*
From then on. his rise bordered
the faculty, among them President from Minnesota hastened to ex on the sensational and his services
and Mrs. Thomas N. Barrows, Dean plain that they did not dance at w'ere in demand at class spots
and Mrs. Carl J. Waterman, D cm their prom! When the stupified throughout the nation. Checking
and Mrs. John Millis, Miss Ruth Lawrentian finally had regained his enviable record it is worthy to
Cope. Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Thies- her composure at this expression, note that wherever Donahue has
me.vcr. Miss Edna Wiegand and she went on further to inquire played, hotel, theatre or night club,
Mins Edith Mattson. June Selvy. just what it was that they did the management has always asked
was in charge of arrangements for do at the Saint Olaf prom. The
the party.
visitors then explained that they j
Tlle engagement of Miss Kather used an orchestra and a band and
ine O ’Kelliher, Green Bay, to H. everyone walks around the room
TIME: Spring
Merrill Thompson, Green Bay, son listening to it. With a sad note
of Mr. and Mrs. John Harr.s of apology she added that “We
Thompson. Wausau, has been an have punch at our prom too. In
PLACE: Lawrence
nounced by her parents. Lieutenant fact the Saint Olaf prom is just
Colonel and Mrs. Victor J. O ’Kelli- like this reception here tonight!"
ACTION: You Bet
her, Washington, D. C.. formerly of
And to think that we kicked be
Oconto. Miss O ’Kelliher attended cause they won’t allow smoking in
Lawrence college for a year befete the Ormsby and Sage dining rooms
going to Mount Mary college at during meals.
Milwaukee, and is employed at the
Minahan and Bassett law office in
Brown university will award
Green Bay. Her fiance is a grad King George VI of England an
uate of the University of Wiscon honorary degree when he visits
sin and is employed by the Wis the U. S. this summer.
consin Public service company
W illiam L Phillips, grand secre
tary and one of the founders of
M o k e O u r O ffic e
Sigma Phi Epsilon, was entertain
Y o u r H e a d q u a r te r s
ed here Friday and Saturday by
the Sig Eps. At a banquet in his
For Any
honor Friday night many alumni
Plus
E
Y
E
S
I
G H T P r o b le m
and faculty members were pre
Prompt Laboratory Service
sent.

Al Donahue’sChoice of MuskOver Law Proved a Good One

St. Olaf’s Has Prom
! Too-but J\o Dancing
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The World
Awaits Hitler's
Reply Tomorrow

L A W R E N T t AN

T h u rsd a y , A p r il 2 7 , 1 9 3 9
-------------------------¡r

GRIN AND BEAR IT
By Llchty

j ^r j E FEEL like Fred Perry must have
\y felt when he got up before the con
vocation audience. We don’t have much
to say, but we’d like to make it interest
ing. He accomplished the difficult task
with great style. His poise and sophis
tication together with that droll sense of
humor, was what a lot of people need
more of. In fact, he impressed us so
much that we’ve been tempted to suggest
that some of our profs get out on the
courts about five hours every day. They
might increase their sense of the fun in
life; who knows? they might even get
that big car and whatever it was Perry
was talking about that goes with a big,
shiny car. Yorr correspondent has begun
to save his cigarette coupons and dimes
with the big car and what goes with it
in view. The car doesn’t have to be too
big, ju st large enough so that the knees
don't get tangled in the miscellaneous
gear that goc? with big cars.

OW that it looks like it’s a good time
to start collecting a file of news
paper clippings about events leading up to
the next great “war to end war and save
democracy” the world is anxiously await*
ing the German Fuehrer’s reply to Presi
dent Roosevelt’s note tomorrow.
Recent surveys seem to show that
Americans generally approve of President
Roosevelt’s recent note to Mussolini and
Hitler pleading for peace for at least ten
years and offering to act as mediator be
tween the European dictatorships and
democracies. What the President had in
mind when he sent it is somewhat a
moot question, ’)ut it is hardly conceivable
that lie could have expected an affirma
tive answer to which the dictators would
feel obligated. Present indications point
to an emphatic rejection and censuring
of Roosevelt when Hitler makes his reply
to the German Reichstag tomorrow. Mus
solini has already given an informal re
jection in a recent speech.

N

*

R oosevelt's N o te C a tc h e s
D ic ta to rs F lat-footed

Roosevelt’s note, while branded by the
Italians as naive statesmanship, has
served to place responsibility on the dic
tators and in effect to “put them on the
*pot.” Government officials were flabergasted in both Italy and Germany when
the notes reached them, and not without
reason has Hitler allowed himself a few
days before giving his reply to President
Roosevelt.
Feverishly Der Fuehrer seems to be
using this “period of grace” to persuade
as many of the 31 small nations listed by
Roosevelt as possible to assert that they
do not feel themselves in danger of ag
gression from Germany and that they
have not acquainted -the United States
of any such fear. If he can obtain such
statements from these smaller countries,
this will undoubtedly provide the foun
dation for his retort to President Roose
velt tomorrow.
These denials of aggression would
further back up his constant assertion
that Germany has never been guilty of
aggression but has merely been “invited
in to keep order” by oppressed minorities.
P o la n d , R u m a n ia O b je c t
T o R u s s ia n C o o p e r a tio n

Other possible effects of the Roose
velt note are a tightening of the “stop
Hitler” bloc which England and France
are attempting to organize. Latest re
ports have it that Russia favors the move
ment, but an impediment to her coopera
tion is the Polish and Rumanian objec
tions to Russian aid. Poland and Ru
mania, while they must realize that Rus
sia is the only power which can possibly
be of any effective immediate aid in case
of German aggression, fear that when
Russian troops enter their land, they will
not be as willing to leave again.
A ll of which leaves the world poised
and waiting for Der Fyehrer’s message to
morrow and meanw'hile, already feverish
activities are redoubled throughout the
w orld to increase armaments and enlist
soldiers.

Washington. D. C.—Students struggling
through four years oi college, working
toward the coveted degree, probably, little
realize that there are institutions in the
country which will gladly confer on them
almost any degree upon receipt of a stipu
lated price plus a little home work.
“Counterfeit Degrees.” is the term by
which they are designated In educational
circles, and Walter C. John of the U. S. O f
fice of Education has discussed them at some
length in "School Life.” the publication of
that federal agency. Mr. John lists the prices
of some of the degress and they are ridicu
lously small. One institution in South Da
kota. for example, giants by correspondence
bachelor’s degrees for $45, master's degrees
for $55 and doctorates at the rate of $80 each.
Some of these "educational” institutions do a
thriving business in foreign countries. India
and China, where degrees are highly re
spected. are fruitful fields.
With increasing frequency complaints arc

r
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Offhand opinion unanimously seems
to favor the new union. Certainly,
the upperclassmen realize the im
provement over the old Hamar house.
We haven’t s>een the second floor as
yet, but, then, who needs a second
floor club room in the spring?

j I Ia lin i r » l « r * ffi

•

“Wilbur is so neat here at the ball park, but I can't get him to pick up
his slippers around the house!”

Graduate Opinion Varies on
Value of Comprehensives

•

a worthwhile purpose. Ever since their in 
stitution attempts have been made to make
P r e p a r e d f o r P r o p e r ly
them effective.
Since the experiment in
Varied were the replies to the Lawrentian all its variations has failed, the faculty and
questionaire on the value of senior compre students should admit the “shoe doesn't fit”
hensives which was recently sent to out
standing graduates of last year, but most and get rid of them.”
Upholding the value of comprehensives
recent graduates seem to feel that there
is a definite value in the comprehensive ex was Robert Mott, former Lawrentian editor
amination if it is prepared for in the proper and member of Phi Beta Kappa and Mace,
manner. Lawrence senior comprehensives,
who wrote: “Comprehensive examinations
over which Ifhere has long been controvcr. . . to the student serve not only as an in*
«y, will be given on Monday, May 1.
Typical of the “pro” responses was that centive to the best kind of review Just when
ot Konrad Tuchscherer, outstanding debater: that is most needed, but they also help a
‘Comprehensive examinations coming at the
lot to point out his deficiencies, an impor
2nd of the senior year are in my opinion
very valuable in coordinating, solidifying, tant function. However some reconciliation
and pooling knowledge and factual material of the two clearly distinct notions at Law
gained over a three year period of work, rence of what comprchcnsives ought to be
which through isolated courses, fails to af must be made before the examinations can
ford a complete and integrated picture of a be of still greater use.”
Robert O’Neil, member of Phi Beta Kap
major field of study. The review which is
necessary to write a comprehensive exam pa, believes that “comprehensives, if pre
ination satisfactorily is the most valuable pared for in the right manner, are of real
part of the entire system. Such review re value as a means of correlating the various
stores fact and theory for instant use in courses of a major; however, students usual
contemplating current problems and pur ly don’t do this, which makes them practical
ports to be the summarizing climax of a ly useless.”
college education.”
Agreeing that the value of comprehenBelieving that the student desiring the sives lies not so much in the examinations
award of departmental honors should be 1themselves as in the necessary process of
given the choice of an original thesis or preparation for them, “bringing out in the
comprehensive examination. Everett Bau reorganization of material assimiliatcd over
man, member of Phi Beta Kappa, said that a period of time hitherto unrecognized re
comprehensive« failed utterly in the pur lationships, and inducing the fruition of a
pose of any examination—evoking intensive more mentally mature perspective,” Robert
review on the part of the student—because Arthur, former student body president,
no adequate reading period was provided claims that “entirely too much emphasis is
and because of a personal distaste for placed upon their outcome.”
Approving the idea or purpose behind
amassing encyclopedic knowledge. “There
should be an opportunity to display the the comprehensives, David Walling, feels
creative as well as the repetitive faculty that his “experience with this type of test
of the senior perfected by the liberal arts.” led him to believe that it does not accom
Strongly favoring the abolition of com- plish its ends in a very effective manner.
prehensives was Perry Peterson, former stu Couldn't the relationships between the var
dent body president and member of Phi Beta ious major courses be more effectively im 
Kappa and Mace who is now attending Har pressed upon the students if they were em
vard. “Comprehensives do not belong in phasized in small doses at various intervals
the educational pattern at Lawrence, and during the last two years? Through the reg
committee members should not be restricted ular channels of exams, quizzes, and class
by such motives as that other educational discussion the students could learn how
institutions have them, since other institu the elements of each course are lined with
tions also have different educational proce the others in a cumulative manner while
dure prior to the comprehensives. The time they are in the midst of the course or
for exams can be set at January 30. May |courses.”
A Lawrence beauty of last year says:
30. or graduation day. it makes little differ
ence when; they will still fail to achieve “The value of senior comprehensives lies not
in their indication of the factual knowl
edge which the student has amassed and
received by the Federal government from retained in his major studies, but in their
foreign nations protesting against the u n  role as an incentive to the student to relate
scrupulous practice of granting worthless de his subjects to one another, and to find their
grees. However, the Federal government can place in his own individual experience.”
Aggrceint; that there is to be found a cer
do nothing about it as the matter of control
and supervision of schools is vested entirely tain value in the comprehensive examina
in the states. Some states have rigid laws tions, “in that they serve to tie up isolated
prohibiting diploma mills from operating, courses into a more or less integrated whole,”
but a sufficient number of states are lax to Bob Isely, Midwest wrestling champ, wrote:
enable professional degree granters to keep “However, this value is not for the liberal
arts scholar, in the correct proportion to the
going at full speed.
The recipients of these spurious degrees, ot time necessary for proper preparation. There
course, don’t fool many people. A graduate is little effort to separate the chaff from
of an accredited institution won't have much the wheat, not enough time «because of con
difficulty in competing with the holder of a tinued class schedules) to do the job prop
counterfeit degree. Just the same, it seems erly, to merit continuance of the scheme.
a shame that degrees, and education in gen Further, there Is every indication that this
eral, should be cheapened by such practices type of examination is merely a passing
that, in many states, are entirely lawful.
academic fad or style.”
M a n y A p p r o v e E x a m s if
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Checking up on the mysterious disap
pearance of Bob Vanselow, we discovered
that the choir jaunt to Minneapolis gave
him the yen for travel. By now, so they
say, he is on the west coast.

}

«

•

We heard that "Bathhouse” Dan
Murphy is planning a book entitled
"How to Win Friends and Influence
Freshmen." We’re putting up even
money that the “Murph” could put
Herbert Hoover in the White House
for 1946, or get Earl Browder in as
mayor of Appleton. That gives you
an idea of what you can do with
close application to your speech class
assignments.
•

•

•

Four days from now the seniors get
a chance to tell what they learned in col
lege. Comprehensives give them a chance
to bring the “loose ends together.” We
wonder if thoir worrying over the out
come is the right attitude. To our mind,
the college should refund tuition if it
hasn't put anything worth while into the
mind of a student who has achieved a
passing average through three and a half
years of studying. If they haven’t learned
anything, they can chalk the four years
down as time spent getting to know peo
ple. Then, we suppose, if the collegians
bore each other to death after four years
of being together, they should get their
tuition back and three Indian blankets
thrown in.
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Events Announced
Betas Regain Lead Fred Perry Tells Lawrence of Greek Baseball
Tor Today’s Meet
Due to the fact that the Inter»
Begins on May 9 fraternity Track meet is being held
In Supremacy Cup Tennis After M atch W ith Budge
yesterday and today, it is impos
Race; Delts Second Relates Experiences and American Defeats Eng Remnants of Last Year's sible to post any results. However,
25 Point Margin Is Re
sult in Bowling
W in
Supremacy Cup Race
April 27, 1939
BowlFootinr Golf ball
200 25 200
Betas ,
100 — 300
Delts
Phi Delts 300 100 125
40
50 75
Sig Eps
100 — 20
Phi Taua

Vol- Banley- ketball ball Total
300 200 925
'
200 300 900
125 40 690
40 125 »30
75 75 270

Beta Theta Pi once more vaulted
Into the lead in Supremacy cup
standings when they picked up 100
points on bowling over their rivals.
It has been a nip-and-tuck battle
all the way so far this year, with
the lead changing between the
Betas and the Delts with every
sport. The Phi Delts, with a first
in bowling, have crept up into
third place, ahead of the Sig Eps
and the Phi Taus.
The 25 points by which the Betas
lead the Delts was picked up in
golf. It really amounts to just one
stroke, for the 205 total of Kolb
and Schade was just under Jackson
and Faleide’s 206. This margin may
prove to be the margin of victory
for the cup.
It is still mathematically possible
for the Phi Delts to win the cov
eted trophy, but extremely unlike
ly. It has really narrowed down
to a battle between the two lead
er«. and track and baseball w ill de
cide the race.

30 Candidates Report
For Spring Football
Drills; 23 Freshmen
Coach Bernie Heselton led his
charges through a hard scrimmage
Tuesday afternoon. There are thir
ty football candidates most of
whom have been working on [Kiss
ing and receiving for the most part.
Twenty-three of the men are
freshman. Most likely candidates
are Florin, 180 pound guard, and
Staffeld and Messenger, tackles.
McIntosh, center, who was shift
ed to halfback, has received a leg
injury and will be out the rest of
the spring session.
The intra-squad game on March
6 w ill conclude the drills.

College Students on
Field Trip Recently
Charles D. Flory, professor of
education at Lawrence college,
took five of his students to Chip
pewa Falls last Thursday for a vis
it to the Northern Wisconsin Col
ony and Training school. The class
is studying mental testing.

B E H N K E 'S

For Clothes
129

East

C o lle g e

MARCELLE
N o n - A lle rg e n ic

C o sm e tic s

The medical term non-allergenic
means non-irritating.
In the
blending of Marcelle Cosmetics
all known irritating substances
have been removed.

Boiling’s Drug Store

Gives Hints on
Proper Play

lishman in Exhibi
tion at Menasha

“Tennis must be played either as
a game or as a business'', said Fred
Perry, foremost English tennis star,
as he spoke before Lawrence stu
dents in a special covocation Mon
day morning. Interspersing his talk
on starting to play tennis with
many anecdotes, personal experi
ences, and demonstrations, Perry
held the s t u d e n t s’ attention
throughout and frequently rocked
the chapel with laughter as he re
lated some amusing experience or
demonstrated odd mannerisms of
players. Perry had played an ex
hibition with Don Budge Sunday
night in Menasha.
After describing some of the
routine of professional tennis play
ing, the Englishman said that he
believed the game of tennis was
becoming
increasingly
business
like in most countries. Recounting
his early experiences with t h e
game, Perry amused the students
with his Cockney accent and re
ferences to recreational advantages
of the game in addition to purely
athletic ones.
Giving a few hints on principies
of the game, Perry stressed the
necessity for watching the ball at
all times, keeping a center position
in the back of the court, and in
tensive study of one’s opponent.
Emphasizing the value of keeping
the eye on the ball, he defined the
difference between the champion
and the good player as “the good
one gets back a few hard shots
but misses a lot of easy ones, while
the champion also gets back a few
hard ones but never misses an easy
one.”

Donald Budge, red rover of the
tennis courts, continued to demon
strate his superiority over Fred
Perry of England in the professional
net game Sunday night when he
scored a victory in three sets, 6-3,
8-10, 7*5, before nearly 1,500 people
in the Menasha High gym. The vic
tory was the twentieth for Budge in
the professional tour compared with
eight for Perry.
It was that booming service — a
shot that streaked over the net for
aces— that won the match for the
lgnky California red-head. Budge
took the first set 6-3. He won his
service, broke the service by Perry
and then won a deuced game on
his own service before Perry won
hi; first game on his own service.
Budge stormed right back to take
the next two games but then lost
control temporarily and a pair of
doubles faults along with some
placements by Perry gave the Brit
ish player two games. Budge step
ped out to take the set 6-3 on his
own serve with two aces, an error
by Perry and a lob that nicked the
corner of the court.
Lacks Speed
Perry lacked the speed on his
serve that Budge carried. When the
Briton managed to reach the net
he was able to place some accurate
shots and many times he maneuv
ered Budge out of position. The ten
nis did not bring any sustained vol
leys though. For the most part it
was a serve followed by an error
within the next two shots.
Perry won his set from Budge the
hard way. He lost his own service
but then came back to win the next
three games with some excellent

the cvtnts today, unless rain
changes the plans, will be the 120
low hurdles, the discuss, the 660
yard run, the broad jump, and the
Interfraternity baseball will sti-rt 440 yard relay.
Tuesday, May 9, at 4 p. m. it was
decided this week at an Interfra Betas will meet an alumni team
ternity athletic board meeting. led by Bill Catlin.
This late start is unusual, but due
Freshman track men are eligible
to the spring football practice, for baseball, but varsity track, ten
things are rather behind schedule. nis, end golf candidates are not.
Backstops will be erected as soon Sixty-foot bases and a forty-foot
as possible, and practices will be pitching distance are the accepted
gin. Next Sunday morning the rules. An inseam ball will be used.
The remnants of last year’s
school team will meet with a few
placements that found Budge way new possible players and start
out of position. Budge came back practice next week. Veterans of
and tied the score at three-all. For last year's somewhat unsuccessful
the next 10 games each player car campaign are Hrudka, third base;
ried his own service.
Everett, short stop; Bayley, short
W ith the score tied at 8-all. Per center field; Smith, first baseman;
ry took his service with an ace, Neverman. outfielder; Vince Jones,
a placement and two errors by catch or lirst base; and Norm FalBudge that just missed the corners. eide, second baseman. Games w ill
Perry
continued
by
breaking be arranged ?non. for t h e state
Budge’s serve, taking a love game to track meet is May 15, and a tour
win the set 8-10.
nament will be held at that time.
Perry did not surrender the third
The big problem for the team
set without a battle. Budge started this year is the selection of a pitch
as if he would make short work of er. All la>-t year’s hurlers, Westthe contest, running up a 5 to 1 lead. be.-g, Joseph, and Hallquist. have
Perry came back to tie the score at left, and no new men of equal cali
5-ail before finally fading.
ber have yet been sighted.

V a r s i t y Team to
Practice Soon
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Now you can enjoy the comfort o* hand-ciafted shoes—
laced through and through for flexibility and rare formlilting perfection. Wahoos mold themselves to the comfort
of your feet and grow softei and kinder rvery hour. Skill
fully built of mellowed, durable Irather . . . extra heavy
stitching and regulation welt
in natural tan with crepe
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Students Protest 1 Ted Shawn, Ensemble 22 Schools Enter
O f Men Dancers W ill
Beloit Relays
Export, Selling Appear Here on May 8
Of Arms to japan Ted Shawn and his ensemble of Grinnell, Coe, Former
Resolutions are Passed
On T r a d i t i o n a l
‘Peace Day'

men dancers will appear at Me
morial chapel Monday night. May
8, under the auspices of the Law
rence College Theater, it was an
nounced recently.
The dancing troupe appeared in
Appleton in 1934 and 1935 and is
now completing its sixth national
tour.
The famous group will present an
American saga in three acts entit
led “O, Libertad!!**
Shawn and his men have danced
in more than 300 cities in every
state in the union, in England, Can
ada, and Cuba. The troupe is gen
erally regarded as the best ot its
kind.

A nation-wide protest against the
export of the United States of arms
and war materials to Japan was
made by the students ol colleges
and universities Thursday, April
20. Upon the traditional “Peace
Day” for undergraduate action cn
current issues in foreign policy, re
solutions were passed and signa
tures to petitions obtained in oveT
WO of the leading American col
leges.
The action upon April 20 was tne
culmination of concerted efforts to
stop the United States from arm 
ing Japan and was sponsored by
t h e Student Committee Against
Participation in Japanese aggres
sion. This national committee was
initiated .by a group of eleven of
the foremost student leaders of
America, and is sponsored by 45
prominent undergraduates repre
senting 43 colleges. These sponsors
include fifteen editors of under
graduate newspapers and eighteen
presidonts of student councils.
United States Responsible
Robert G. Spivack. a member of
the'initiating committee, expressed
the point of view of the entite
committee when he recently stat
ed: Since 54 percent of the supplies
used by Japan in carrying on the
war is imported from America. u*c
in the United States are responsi
ble for that war."
Concurring in the statement of
former Secretary of State Henry
L. Stimson that “the American
people are not insensible tn cruelty
*nd aggression", the Student com
mittee. Mirough its secretary, Mar
garet Ekern, has pointed out that
the hearings to amend the Neu
trality Act are of the utmost im 
portance.
The present act. Mr.
Stimson has stated, “compels u« to i
treat nlike the peaceful and suffer- i
ing people of China and the mill- j
tarirtie enemies who b.v conquist
are trying to turn China into a
reservoir of potential future ag
gression against the rest of the
world. We find* that it compels us
fo be an effective party to this ag
gression on pain of otherwise de
priving China of the means of her
own defense."
Leave ( h im Free
An official statement of the Stu
dent committee reads: “We do <ot
believe that the people of the
United States wish to join the
Rome-Berlin-Tbkio axis
We do
not believe that they wish to sup
port a war against China. But we
now act as though we were part
ners in the axis; we are supporting
Japans aggression in the Far East.
American munitions firms, oil com
panies. and scrap iron dealers rtc
supplying Japan. We believe this
should be stopped.
Further, “our world ot tomorrrw
should be a world which includes
a Japan at work to solve her eco
nomic problems in cooperat on
with other nations, and a worH in
which an independent China is
left free to build a modern united
state.”

P rom

S a tu r d a y

N ig h t

Champs, Listed; Law
rence Also Entered
With 22 schools already entered
and three of last year's entrants not
yet heard from, the third annual
Beloit relays is assured of a rec
ord field the night of May 5. Last
year's event was attended by 17
schools while the opening meet
brought 11.
W ith over 250 of the country’s
best small college track and field
athletes represented and the pos
sibility of a matched mile race be*
tween Glen Cunningham, C b u c k
Fenske, Don Lash, and Munski, a
crowd of over 5,000 is anticipated.
This is twice the number that at
tended the first two meets.
Grinnell, 1938 champions, a n d

Dr. Ralph Landis W ill
Eta Sigma Phi Fetes
Give Address Friday
High School Latin
Dr. Ralph Landis will speak cn
Students With Tea
“There are Wings Over the Marsh”
at the meeting of Over the Teacups
club at 3 o’clock Friday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Charles Sea
borne. Tea will be served after the
program.

Coe, 1937 champions, will again
send well balanced teams, while
Cornell, Carroll, N o r t h Central,
Knox, Wheaton, Carleton, Law
rence, Monmouth, Elmhurst and Be
loit w ill also carry full squads.
Other colleges that are sending
outstanding men athletes are St.
Ambrose, Hamline, Yankton. Brad
ley Tech, Kalamazoo, Principia,
Loras (Columbia), Ripon, Milton,
and Augustana. Armour Tech, Illi
nois Wesleyan, and Jamer M illikan
are three of last year's competitors
who are expected to enter later.
Pinal entry cards w ill be sent out
this weekend to give any late en
trants a chance to register.

Appleton High school Latin stu
dents w ill be entertained this aft
ernoon in the Latin library by Eta
Sigma Phi members. The tea will
begin at four o'clock and all ac
tive members are urged to be on
hand.
Special guests for the afternoon
will be Mrs. Wright, Mrs. Weston,
Miss Becker, and Miss Mueller.
Eunice Toussaint and Marion Cool*
ey are in charge of arrangements.
This tea is an annual affair held
for the purpose of interesting Ap
pleton students in Lawrence col
lege. In June the society also pre
sents a medal to the highest rank
ing High school Latin student.
NEW MAN CLUB W IL L MEET
A ll Catholic students are invited
to attend a meeting of the Newman
club Sunday, A pril 30, at 4 p. m.
at the Catholic home, 218 West
Washington street
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FOR PRIZE PICTURES OF

flnntnr I nion Proves
Latest Retreat for
Cortiprehensive Study
Calling all seniors! Calling ail
seniors! Come to Hatnar union and
study for com prehensi ves.
Free
chairs, free ash trays, free music,
in d nickel cokes. We aren’t even
mentioning a spot of bridge. Come
to Hamar union at any hour of
the day and meet all the rest of
those seniors—grinding out tricks.
They're in good company—-in t*>«t
of all the kids on probation, to
quote Mr. Millis. Even the Phi B«*’e's
sre turning on the orange juice a id
turning away from the books. If
com prehensi ves a r e really com
prehensive. and take in all one
learns at college, they will do well.
If, however, the faculty is narrow
minded and insists on a knowledge
of books, the senior class will all
be studying for the orals. College
life has arrived too late for tne
peace of mind of the class of 1939.
From now on, a little drama w ill
be played whose theme is the con
flict between dut> and pleasure.
And It Is only too probable that the
outcome will be a tragic one. To
quote from Dr. Griffiths, “When
the disease sets In late In life, the
outcome is seldom favorable."
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M a k e 'e m a s " D i p p y ” a s y o u lik e —

CONE-ING ON THE CAMPUS
W

o r a s " s w e e t " a s a S a fe - T C o n e !
IT 'S

A

S N A P ! ....................IT S

t

it h

S a / C 'T

C o n e s !

\

FUN!

HERE’S ALL YOU DO

. . . Simply take a snapshot, posed or candid, of one or
more of your friends, “CONE-ING" on the campus.
Send a print to your school paper, care of the advertis
ing manager. The judges will do the rest. Enter tod 'y
and let this easy money come your way.

T3 — for the
Prize Picture

R U L E S O F TNE CONTEST
-is • • v-v .y. - -:

G*f four '
IntorcoMcgfate
Rules on

<D
<D

K

T ro m t a #
»a. L ^

uwwcr wiiw

displays f i l e
♦all Brown
Safe-T Cone

"Cone-ing" photos must display SafeT Cones and be entered on glossy
prints.
Print name and address clearly on
back of photos.
All photos become the property of the
Illinois Baking Corp. and will not be
returned.
All regularly enrolled students of this
school are eligible.
Photos will be judged for clarity and
novelty. Must ba postmarked or de
livered to your school paper before
midnight 2 weeks from today.
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Barrows Talks on
Attitude of Mind
President Talks at Relig
ious Convocation
Tuesday
“The future of the college de
pends largely on the attitude of
m ind of the students," said Presid e n t Thomas
N. Barrows at
th e
religious
convocation on
Tuesday, Api il
25th.
Duri n g t h e
last few years
there has been
a notic e a b 1e
change in t h e
attitude of the
students toward
their relation
ship to the col
Barrows
lege, and here
at Lawrence it has been developed
to an admirable degree. More and
more are the students realizing
their importance to the college and
their responsibilities to it.
President Barrows said Law
rence was one of the most distinc
tive colleges in this section of the
country, because, first, the o u t 
standing faculty, consisting of good
scholars and great teachers; sec
ondly, the curriculum, well-round
ed and purposeful: thirdly, the stu
dent body, a selected group of su
perior men and women having a
growing consciousness of the mean
ing of college.
The Lawrence college iboir sar.g
“I.amb of God’’ by Roberton and
*’My God and I," a Latvian Spir
itual.

Betas Celebrate
H undred Years
As 'N a tio n a l’
Beta Theta Pi this year is cele
brating its 100th anniversary as
a national fraternity. The frater
nity was founded on August 8,
1839, at 9 p. m. The eight found
ers blazed the trail which has
been followed by some 44,000 odd
members from 89 chapters. W ith
one colonized chapter at
Duke
University petitioning for a chart
er. Beta Theta Pi is the third larg
est national fraternity and represents every section of the United
States and several major educa
tional institutions in Canada.
Gamma Pi chapter, the Law
rence college chapter, was the last
chapter installed and received its
charter on December 19, 1936.

Faaaded in 1902
Previously the chapter had been
known as Beta Sigma Phi and was
founded on the Lawrence campus
in 1902. One of the founders.
Professor J. H. Farley is a respect
ed member of the faculty.
During the thirty four years of
its existence the local had over
480 members on its roll books.
Beta Sigma Phi was an active
fraternity on campus and boasted
of 44 men in Mace, 15 men in Phi
Beta Kappa, 6 men in National
Collegiate players and 78 L men.
Since obtaining its charter as
a chapter of Beta Theta Pi, 142
men have been initiated. This
number includes a
number
of
former Beta Sigma Phi alumni.
Active on Campos
After becoming a member of
Beta Theta Pi, the local chapter
has maintained its place in campus
life.
This year the chapter had
7 L men, 6 men in the A. Cappella
choir, 2 men in Mace. 7 men in
Sunset, 4 men on the Lawrentian,
2 on the executive committee, and

For Spring
PHOTO
SUPPLIES

In
the

LAWR ENTIAN

Spotlight Editor?

SPOTLIGHT

T

HEY tell us that many of this
joint's little children were
rubbed the wrong way in tecent editions of this column, but
did those same people ever stop to
think that many of them were the
most vehement in their requests
for just such a column, and loved
it UNTIL they themselves landed
in the muck and mire of its ac
counts of doings on the “other side"
of Lawrence? ‘Nough said about
that. Our advice is to forget it be
cause what is hurting the gripers
most is the fact that we have had
the goods on them and didn’t pull
punches. Seems that human natiue
is a funny a n im a l.............
Well the column is batting a
thousand on our pin speculation
even though BOB HRUDKA and
SUE DUNCAN wouldn’t even wait

long enough for us to get the dope
onto the streets. It took BOB over
a year to decide which of several
likely candidates would fall heir
to that bit of jewelry but it now
looks like he’ll be making regular
trips to Winnetka this summer . . . .
One affair that we did slip up on
was the pin that parsed hands re
cently between RA LPH SEEGERS
and JA N E HOUTS. We admit that
that was a real slip when we mist
ed that one because it has looked
like a cinch for a long tim e.........
Now
to
b r in g
out
th e
widow's weeds! AN NAM AE SAVID IS crossed everyone up recently
when she handed the Beta pin
back to SID O T T M A N ...
Have you heard about the ser
enade the men at Brokaw handed
GREG HUNTER at a meal follow
ing the Ormsby formal?
Seems
that he had a bit of loveliness
whose path he had crossed much
more than once this past winter,
but when the Ormsby affair came
along she brought in a ringer in
the person of another date. Haven’t
you a rather guilty conscience,
M A RCIA? Also how do you like
6 men on the newly established
interfraternity choir.
This summer, on August 8, the
100th general convention and centennerary celebration w ill be held
at M iam i university at Oxford,
Ohio, and a large number of Law
rence Betas are planning to attend
the celebration.

Chemical Society
Will Hear Fajans
Michigan U. Professor
Discusses Linkages

It Was Ever Thus
Editor’s note: Varloas and sandry reports of dissatisfaction and
eharrin at this bit of creative
writing have filtered down to the
Lawrentian editors, which again
brings oat the old adage that
they clamor for a “dirt colamn”
—bat wait ’til their name gets In
I t Bat realising that there may
be Jastifieation in these protests,
t h e editors will
inaagarate
“Guest Colamn Week" In t h e
■ext issue, and any “batter-lnner” who has aspirations In this
direction Is invited to submit his
masterpiece before Sunday aft
ernoon at 4 p. m. The editors will
be sale Judges af their merit«,
but any colamn showing promise
will be published. And author
ship will not be divulged unless
go ta It!
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JOE MORTON
Frustration?

ommg
onvocation

c

Fri. April 28 — Edward A. Ross
of Wisconsin faculty, world
famous sociologist will be the
speaker.
Tues: May 2 Dean J. S. Millis
will speak.

Freshman French Club
Sees Baker’s Picture
The freshman French club met
in Main hall Wednesday evening
at 7:15 p. m. Louis Baker showed
pictures of Rouen, the last part of
the life of Joan d' Arc, Paris, and
some colored pictures of the Lux
emburg garden;. The time of the
next meeting will be announced
later.
the tune to the Sucker Song. Mr.
H U N T E R ?....
We'd like to sing the same song
for a gal on this campus who seems
to be a real friend of ours although
she may not know it. PO LL Y W IL 
C O X is taking the rap for us all
over the place. From now on, MISS
W IL C O X you are officially ap
pointed front office girl for t h e
SPOTLIGHT! A ll complaints can
be headed at you and we’ll have
none to make. Now that HELEN
K IR C A L D IE ha«- taken to sleeping
“a-la-naturelle”* she has had to use
adhesive tape as a base to hang
the Delt pin on.......
Just as a parting shot this week,
have you noticed that PAT EVANS
is wearing BOB DIM BERG’S pin
again? Seems she figured that
as long as no one seemed to know
that she had given it back she
might as well have it again. . . .
Unless some welcome soul appears
before next week to take over this
very un-inviting job. we’ll see you
next week and it'll be stronger
than ever.......
Your very good friend,
Peekin Agen

R

EVIEW MG
the
EVIEWS
With “Ibby” Holt

D

EANNA Durbin rides again
in her newest picture, "Three
Smart Girls G r o w
Up”,
T o n i g h t
which ccmes to the Rio this week
Dr. Kasimir Fajans, professor of end. O f course she doesn’t ride ex
chemistry at the University of cept in a figurative sense, but the
Michigan, w ill be the speaker at
the A pril meeting of the North picture has all of the excitement
east Wisconsin section, American of a horse race with the finesse of
Chemical society at 8 o’clock to a bridge game at Hamar union. In
night in the chemistry lecture room "Three Smart Girls Grow Up”,
of Science hall.
Dr. Fajans will speak on “Types Deanna Durbin becomes entangled
She
of Chemical Linkages,” discussing in her sisters’ love affairs.
the various types of linkages found tries to be a matchmaker and the
in both organic and inorganic mole predicaments in which her efforts
cules. A discussion of the refrac- place her, make this picture one of
tometric results for equeous solu the most amusing comedies of the
tions of strong electrolytes will be year. Charles Winnegar as the
father. Nan Grey and Helen Par
included.
Born in Poland in 1887, Dr. Fa rish as the other two sisters, W il
jans has done research work in his liam Lundigan and Robert Cum 
native country, in Germany, in Eng mings as the two prospective hus
land and in the United States. Since bands, and Ernest Cossart as the
1936 he has held the position of butler, take their roles well and
professor of general and physical help to make the play a gay and
chemistry at Michigan university. interesting one.
The second feature on the Rio
His field of research has been main
ly along the lines of physical chem screen is "Back Door to Heaven",
istry. but he also has'contributed . which is definitely a second,
to the field of volumetric analysis. ,
ODAY, Thursday, is the last
He is a member of the Acadamies
showing of “The Beacheombof Science in several European!
er.” starring Charles Laughton
countries in addition to being an ] at the Rio. It is the story of a man
honorary member of many physical, whose only wish is to be left alone
and chemical societies.
stagnate, but who is bullied
__________________
into activity and civilization by a
,,
• •
.
n
u .
missionary school teacher, Elas
H a r v a r d J u n i o r P r e d i c t s Lanchester. Those who are devo
of Charles Laughton will sure
Outcome of World Crisis tees
ly enjoy this picture.
An easy and less destructive out
We recommend the pictures to
come of the present world poli all freshmen, sophomores, and ju n 
tical crisis than is predicted by iors. To the seniors we say severe
well-known observers is foretold in ly, “Prove you can take it or leave
a pamphlet just published by a it alone"—at least till after comprehensives.
Harvard university junior.
In “It Can’t Happen There! A I
-- ----------Political impossibility," Artur is- Lawrence Debate Team
enberg presents a series of imaginary newspaper and radio reports
Appears at Weyauwega
of what he would like to see hap
Lawrcnce debaters made their
pen in Europe. The booklet states final public appearance of the year
that H itiw resigned, saying. As I
the Weyauwcga Lions club
sit here before this microphone. 11 Mondav night
am overcome with the realization
QuentJn BarneS( Qshkosh. a n d
of the sins I have committed in Howard
O'Donnell,
Milwaukee,
***1:
. ...
. compostd t h e affirmative a n d
Der Fuehrers resignation and EdUh Geiltman Bcaver Dam a)ld
lhe
the subsequent liberation of the Marjorie Smith Green ^
Jews caused such an uproar m | negative The question was on the
Italy that Mussolini retired to advisability of continuing govern
dedicate himself to “my family and ment spending.
home,’* Isenbcrg’s reports continue.
Reverberations in Russia caused
Crown Prince Olav of Norway
Stalin to commit suicide after ad will deliver the commencement adm itting that communism was a drtss at Concordia college «Moor
failure and recommending that a head, Minnesota).
democracy based on the United
P rom S a tu r d a y N ig h t
States government be established.

Storting

• • • •
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Gives Recital

Wienandt Gives
Senior Recital

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
following the spring executive
committee elections.
Article 5, section 3, clause F as

Harriett Peterman, Stu
dent of Voiee. Is As
sisting Artist
A senior recital was presented
in Peabody hall Monday evening
by Elwin Wienandt, cellist, student
of Percy Fullinwider. Wienandt,
who will be graduated from the
Lawrence Conservatory of Music
in June, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Wienandt, 1238 E Wisconsin
avenue.
Besides having been a member
of the Lawrence Symphony or
chestra for six years and principle
cellist with this organization for
the past three, Wienandt has made
numerous appearances as cello
soloist in Appleton and ».ther Wis
consin cities. Last year he was fea
tured as soloist with the Lawrence
Symphony orchestra, in its annual
mid-winter concert at Lawrence
Memorial chapel, playing Mr. Fullinwider’s arrangement of Bach's
“A i ioso” and gave “a thoroughly
pleasing and technically competent
performance of the air."
Wionandt, who was one of the
charter members of the Lawrence
chapter of Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia,
national men’s music fraternity,
has been a member of the Law
rence A Cappella choir for the past
three years and is now director of
the choir for the St. John's Evan
gelical church of this city.
Nettie Steninger Fullinwider was
the accompanist for Wienandt in
his recital and Harriet Peterman,
student in voice of Dean Carl J.
Waterman, was the assisting artist.
The program follows:
Sonata in G minor
Handel
Grave
Allegro
Sarabende-I.ar*;*»
Allegro
Adagio and Allegro
Handel
In a Brahmin Garden
Logan
Lo! tis the hour
Fair Radha
Ganges boat som>
Krishna's Lament
Kol Nidrei
Bruch
Hayficlds and Butterflies
Del Riego
Sunrise
Weckcrlin
My love is like a red. red Rose
McDermid
Minuet
Squtte
Romance
Rachmaninoff
Guitarre
Moskowski
Accompanist-David Schaub

Nomination Petitions
Due Tomorrow Night

ELWIN WIENANDT

I

adopted reads as follows: The
Hamar union committee shall be
composed of a general chair
man and social chairman eleoted
by the executive committee, the
treasurer of the executive com
mittee, the president of the stu
dent body, dean of students, busi
ness manager of the college, and
a faculty member to be elected
by the executive committee.
It shall be the duty of this com
mittee to control the operation of
llamar union. They shall be sub
ject to the approval and direc
tion of the executive committee.

T he
present elected student
members of this committee are
Waiters and bus-boys in Temple Jack Bodilly, chairman, and Mary
university’s grill and
cafeteria Forest, social chairman, together
with Bob VanNostrand, executive
celebrate once a year by holding committee treasurer, a n d Tom
a Gravy Ball
Jacobs, student body president.

W T A
Science Club Hears
Kenneth Craig Talk fiiliTO

Fine Arts Group
Visits Paper Mill

Kenneth Craig, assistant profes
sor of chemistry, spoke to members
of the Science club on “Chemistry
in Industry” Wednesday evening in
Science hall. Included in his lec
tures were many pictures of var
ious industries.

Club Makes Second Visit
To T h i 1m a n y
P l a n t
On Wednesday, A pril 19, the
Fine Arts club, under the sponsor
ship of Alden F. Megrew, invaded
a paper m ill for the second time
this year, this time to the Thilmany
Paper m ill in Kaukauna. However,
this trip offered a new experience
to many of the members of the
group as it was their first trip
through a pulp mill. There they
saw huge logs, some four feet long,
being debarked and cut up into
thousands of chips, each two to
three inches in size!
'From the pulp mill, the group
went into the paper m ill and saw
the huge log develop, by a series of
processes, into wrapping paper,
wax paper, and candy wrappers.
From there, they walked into the
finishing room where t h e paper

V o l. 56
was given its desired finish of wax
or other treatments for the final
effect. Then the group watched the
wrapping, labeling, and handling
of shipments which completed the
process of the transformation of a
log into a candy wrapper.
Aside from the fascinating pro
cess of paper-making, the group
enjoyed other strange experiences
such as climbing several flights of
narrow wooden steps, to look down
upon immense piles of yellow
chips. They also watched tests per
formed upon samples of paper, for
strength, absorption, etc. In spite of
the odor, somewhat resembling
cooking cabbage, the group enjoy
ed the trip immensely, and many
of them are looking forward to
another trip through a similar milL
P ro m
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O L I V I A d e H A V IL L A N D
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College Students Gire
Reasons Why They
Prefer Living in V. S.
W hy do U. S. collegians prefer
to live in the United States?
Seeking an answer to this in 
triguing question. Purdue Univer
sity’s Prof. E. F. Degering asked
125 of his students for their answ
ers to the questions, and here arc
some of the things he found out:
Most of them think that this
Country offers by far the best op
portunities for success and ad
vancement, that it offers more free
dom of speech and independence
of action, and that it still has the
brightest future
for
increasing
prosperity without the threat of
war of any country in the world.
Out of the 125 students in the
group, 49 gave freedom, independ
ence, and liberty as reasons for
selecting America; 39 liked the op
portunities; 20 chose it because they
were born here; and 17 liked the
United States better because of the
higher standards of living. Other
reasons ranged from the educa
tional opportunity of the masses to
the absence of war scares, or as
one boy put it, “we don’t have to
jum p every time a car backfires
as they do in Europe."
Typical of the group was: "Be
cause in the United States you are
free to do as you wish, to obtain
anything if you have the w ill to
work for it. As Lowell Thomas
said recently, "W e can be thankful
that we live in a country where the
chief executive asks us to lick in 
fantile paralysis instead of licking
his boots*!”
Another said: “It’s lots better to
know that you can do what you
please when you want to. and as
you want to, providing you stay
w ithin the law, and that the next
fellow is no saint to bow down
__________________
to.”
Ripon college boxers won from a
LaCrosse Y. M. C. A. squad Monday
night, 4} to 3J. A ll bouts went to a
decision except a second round
technical knockout scored by Bill
Farrell of LaCrosse over Bob Hel
ler, Ripon. Art Halamka, Ripon,
took a hairline decision over Bob
Amunson of LaCrosse in the best
light of the evening.
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Chesterfield's Happy Combination (blend) of the
finest American and Turkish tobaccos satisfies millions
because it gives them smoking pleasure they get from
no other cigarette. Refreshing mildness, better taste
and more pleasing aroma are Chesterfield's feature
attractions with smokers everywhere.
The right combination for a satisfy
ing show is ERROL FLYNN & OLIVIA

d* HAVILLAND in DODGE CITY
a WARNER BROS, picture coming
soon to your local theatre.
The right combination for a really
satisfying smoke is Chesterfield’s
can’t-be-copied blend of the world's
best cigarette tobaccos.

The

r ig h t c o m b i n a t i o n

Capfnf* if)*, liwom * Mrnt Tomccq C*

W a ^ i you try them you will know why
Chesterfields give millions of men and women
more smoking pleasure. .. why THEY SATISFY

esterfield

'¿jirof the world’s best cigarette tobaccos,

t h e y ’r e

m il d e r

. .t h e y

taste

better
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